What is the role of the Industry & Supply Chain Steering Group?
Consisting of senior representatives of EDANA member companies, the Industry & Supply Chain Steering Group implements EDANA’s strategy and provides guidance on relations across the supply chain of EDANA member companies.

Responsibilities
- Develops and maintains a strategy for its area of focus, in line with the overall strategy of EDANA, and shares this strategy and Working Group activities with other Steering Groups
- Reviews and monitors developments
- Defines an annual plan
- Assesses and prioritises any ad-hoc requests and issues
- Proposes or confirms a new Working Group, including its targets and priorities
- Proposes or confirms a change in status of a Working Group
- Ensures Working Group projects or activities have adequate resources and staffing
- Provides information for staff to articulate the working group activities underway
- Evaluates Working Group activities on an annual basis

Reporting Groups
The Industry & Supply Chain Steering group is responsible for the following Working Groups:
- European Superabsorbent Polymers
- Global Superabsorbent Polymers Supply Chain
- Film Producers Working Group
- Nonwoven Producers Working Group

Proposed Coordination and Synergies with other Steering Groups
The Steering Group will coordinate issues with, and offer support to all other Steering Groups in EDANA

Chairperson
**To be advised**
- Name, Company
- E-mail:
Contact EDANA

- **Gil Stevens**  
  External Relations & Sustainability  
  Director  
  T + 32 2-740 18 25  
  E [Gil.stevens@edana.org](mailto:Gil.stevens@edana.org)

- **Christelle Tuncki**  
  External relations & Sustainability  
  Coordinator  
  T + 32 2-740 18 20  
  E [christelle.tuncki@edana.org](mailto:christelle.tuncki@edana.org)
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